MEDIA RELEASE

SMEC Wins Consult Australia Award

21 September 2017

SMEC Australia has won the ‘Project Team Collaboration Award’ at Consult Australia's Awards for Excellence, which took place in Sydney on Thursday, 14 September 2017.

Held annually, the industry dinner celebrates the outstanding achievements of Consult Australia’s member firms to the industry and community.

The M80 Ring Road Upgrade, Sunshine Ave to Calder Fwy, was named the overall winner in the ‘Project Team Collaboration Category’, submitted by SMEC Australia for their client, Fulton Hogan.

The ‘Project Team Collaboration Category’ recognises exemplary collaboration initiatives between a member firm and its client. This includes effective relationship management, and having collaborative and transparent operating protocols set in place.

The M80 Ring Road Upgrade is one of the most technically challenging road infrastructure projects currently being undertaken in Melbourne. The design joint venture has been formed between SMEC, Arup, and UK-based bridge designers Flint & Neill. The project design team successfully mitigated identified team collaboration risks, and developed a strong, cohesive and successful design team.
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